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Philosophy 123: Internet, Philosophy, and Society 
Billy Dean Goehring 
billyg@uoregon.edu 
billy.goehring@gmail.com  
Susan Campbell Hall 158, Wednesdays 2:00 - 4:00 
 
Description: 
 For the past few decades, social commentary has struggled over what “The Age of the Internet” 
will mean for us. How will the internet change business? Change social relations? Change our 
psychology? And so on. In a sense, though, it no longer makes sense to speculate about what this “new” 
age will usher in because, for many of you, “The Age of the Internet” is the only age you’ve ever known. 
These questions are still relevant, but we will have to approach them from different angles. This class will 
ask you to speculate what life was like before the internet, in order to more thoroughly understand its 
effects. We will maintain a dialogue with 18th century French philosopher, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 
holding his ideas about humanity and society up to our computer screen lights to determine what has 
changed since his time, what hasn’t changed, and how he might have approached his subject were he 
alive today.  
 Our course will cover several topics. Somewhat like Rousseau, we will work in part like 
archaeologists and in part like anthropologists: as archaeologists, we will try to reconstruct an image of 
life offline, speculating from the evidence of our lives online; as anthropologists, we will observe the 
behavior of others (and of ourselves!) online as objectively as possible, inferring values and ideas from 
our habits and practices.  
 What is our relationship to advances in technology (like the ongoing development of the internet 
and “social media”)? Is it meaningful to describe our history as “progress”? In what does “the internet” 
foster conformity or individuality, does it make us more social or more antisocial, and does it change our 
attitudes toward information and knowledge? What are the cognitive, social, and political effects of online 
practices and technologies? Do we behave differently online than we do offline? These are some of the 
questions we will address, but you will be especially encouraged to ask your own during our ten weeks 
together.  
 
 
 
 
 
Requirements 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VAoKEut6BdDuiYsFb2hzRXRzRXoq2K2NOcN3E-fmaXM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VAoKEut6BdDuiYsFb2hzRXRzRXoq2K2NOcN3E-fmaXM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dEa3vZU-96Ff9bHrnw0dYFkeRb7CrZTsEB5pDkGEKpo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dEa3vZU-96Ff9bHrnw0dYFkeRb7CrZTsEB5pDkGEKpo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1b22yTbRdWWTFRSDVZiBGuO691_G3MZvQ3taZrtqjYA4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1b22yTbRdWWTFRSDVZiBGuO691_G3MZvQ3taZrtqjYA4/edit?usp=sharing
mailto:billyg@uoregon.edu
mailto:billy.goehring@gmail.com


Grade Breakdown 
 
 Attendance and Participation: 15% 
You are allowed five (unexcused) absences during the course of the term. After your fifth, each 
subsequent absence will result in a 1% penalty against your final grade. Absences will be 
excused only upon review of official documentation, unless negotiated ahead of time. For more 
information on “Participation,” see the link at the top of the syllabus. 
 
 Weekly Contribution to Master Document: 20% 
To see first-hand how knowledge is gathered, presented, and negotiated online, we will build 
and maintain a wiki for our readings and discussion this term. You are encouraged to expand on 
others’ work, and feel free to link to something you found online (which we didn’t cover in class). 
We want the richest resource possible by the end of the course, so you will be graded for quality 
as well as quantity. Your contribution will be graded weekly; the deadline is 11:00 pm, 
Saturday, but you are better served not putting it off until the last minute. Details to be 
discussed in class. 

 Grading Rubric1 for each contribution: 
F – Did not contribute. The contribution is very short, or nearly verbatim copy of 

another student’s. The contribution is plagiarized. Unintelligible. 
Disrespectful to other students.  

D – Extremely rushed. Grammar indecipherable. Factually incorrect. Links or 
images with no explanation for why they’re relevant to anything. 

C – The bare minimum. On topic, but perhaps it simply paraphrases what’s 
already been said. Or it does not demonstrate independent research, 
creativity, or thoughtful reflection. Not inaccurate. 

B – Contributes something, rather than simply rehashing. Perhaps it plays off 
others’ contributions in meaningful ways. It looks like the student is 
contributing something for all our benefit and not just to get a grade. 

A – Everything in “B” plus: Definitely not rushed, and not the bare minimum. 
Demonstrates personal research, originality, or thoughtful reflection—
perhaps in unexpected ways (e.g. refer to something other than Wikipedia). 
Perhaps there’s a clear collaborative spirit—a major contribution that 
doesn’t “hog” too much space in the document. This student clearly takes 
the material as seriously as they take their peers.   

Note: Contributions will lose 1 out of 5 points for every day late. 
 

 
 Journal (Google Docs): 40%  
In the first week, you will set up a Google Doc and share it with me. Make sure to give me 
commenting privileges! You will be held responsible if a “mysterious glitch” suddenly prevents 
me from seeing your page. Over our ten weeks I will announce journal prompts to which I 
                                                
1 These grading rubrics are approximative; they’re just meant to give you a rough idea of what different 
grades look. For example: your submission might contain features and flaws that qualify it for both an “A” 
and a “B, according to the rubric. In this case, I would assign an A, B, or something in between 
(depending on the particular details; e.g. your journal entry might not be very original, but perhaps it is so 
well-researched that I’m willing to overlook that).  



expect you to respond. These might ask you to experiment with (or without) the internet, to visit 
and reflect on certain websites, to find ways to apply our readings to your own experience, etc. 
Each entry will have its own requirements, depending on the task at hand. You are certainly 
welcome to go above and beyond. I will be looking for genuine engagement and reflection.  

 Grading Rubric: 
F – No submission. Or did not follow directions. Plagiarized. 
D – Extremely rushed. Grammar indecipherable. When required, no textual 

support whatsoever. Followed only some of the instructions. 
C – The bare minimum. Perhaps it looks rushed. Maybe the entry considers the 

internet with no regard for our class material (or vice versa).  
B – Well-written, with textual support (when required). Goes beyond simply 

following directions. Student appeals to their own experience and is 
obviously making an effort to engage the reading/discussion by relating it to 
their experience. A few rough patches, though (maybe with the writing, 
accuracy, etc).  

A – All the (good things) above. Stands out in some way. Puts their own twist on 
things. It doesn’t have to blow my mind, but it shouldn’t scream “I’m doing 
this for a grade.” The student’s entry is the epitome of “taking things 
seriously.” [N.B. As usual, I’m thinking quality over quantity--students are 
not required to write a weekly novel].  

Note: Contributions will lose 1 out of 5 points for every day late. 
 
 Final Paper: 25% 
Your final assignment will be to write a 6-8 page paper that defends a particular claim. You 
should have a clear thesis, defend it with supporting arguments, and provide ample textual 
evidence to convince your reader.  Details will be announced later in the term. 20% will be 
awarded for the final draft, while 5% is for an outline and short proposal to be completed during 
Week 9. Paper will be due 11:00 pm Wednesday, December 6th.  
Papers must be… 

- doc or docx format 
- double-spaced 
- 12pt Times New Roman 
- 1” margins 
- Submitted electronically to billy.goehring@gmail.com or billyg@uoregon.edu   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What Do Grades Mean? 

mailto:billy.goehring@gmail.com
mailto:billyg@uoregon.edu


When you receive a grade for your work, consider this rubric when reviewing your score. If you 
do nothing more than  “meet all the requirements,” you will only be guaranteed a C. Moving out 
of the C range will require more than the bare minimum. How I interpret this grading schema will 
also reflect your collective responses in the first week’s survey. 
 
4 (A) – Above and beyond. Thorough. Well-edited. Creative. Insightful. Superlative. 
3 (B) – Above average. Thought out. A little flawed. Potential to be great work, if polished.  
2 (C) – Average. The bare minimum. Not enough editing. Perhaps a good idea, but a long way to go. 
1 (D) – Below average. Incorrect. Ostensibly no editing at all. Failed to meet requirements. 
0 (F) – Serious problems on all fronts. Severely incomplete. Illegible or incomprehensible. Major mistakes.  
 
Required Texts 
The Discourses and Other Early Political Writings, by Jean-Jacques Rousseau 
ISBN: 9780521424455  
All other readings will be available online.  
 
You must bring the relevant reading assignment to class (along with your notes, preferably). 
Class is immeasurably more efficient and discussion more meaningful when we’re all on the 
same page (figuratively and, in this case, literally).  
 
 
Course Schedule 
As with other aspects of this class, the assignment of reading will be, at least in part, 
participatory. I will distribute readings, and most of the time we will discuss portions of our 
Rousseau text. Apart from this, though, please stay on the lookout for new material; incorporate 
your findings into our class wiki and our class discussion.  
 

Week Topic Reading 

1 Internet: 
History and 

Terms 

“History of the Internet” 

“How it Works: Internet of Things” 

2 Progress and 
Ideology 

Rousseau, pp. 1-15; 

Wetmore, "Amish Technology" 

Graham, “Neo-Luddites versus Technophiles” 

Recommended: Marx, “Ruling Class and Ruling Ideas.” 
Recommended: Horkheimer and Adorno, The Dialectic of Enlightenment, 
pp 1-35. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9hIQjrMHTv4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSIPNhOiMoE
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshV2dkSkZaLVEtT28/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshcXo1MmlOSHp5clE/view?usp=sharing
http://web.mit.edu/uricchio/Public/Documents/Marx%20&%20Engels.pdf
http://www.contrib.andrew.cmu.edu/%7Erandall/Readings%20W2/Horkheimer_Max_Adorno_Theodor_W_Dialectic_of_Enlightenment_Philosophical_Fragments.pdf
http://www.contrib.andrew.cmu.edu/%7Erandall/Readings%20W2/Horkheimer_Max_Adorno_Theodor_W_Dialectic_of_Enlightenment_Philosophical_Fragments.pdf
http://www.contrib.andrew.cmu.edu/%7Erandall/Readings%20W2/Horkheimer_Max_Adorno_Theodor_W_Dialectic_of_Enlightenment_Philosophical_Fragments.pdf
http://www.contrib.andrew.cmu.edu/%7Erandall/Readings%20W2/Horkheimer_Max_Adorno_Theodor_W_Dialectic_of_Enlightenment_Philosophical_Fragments.pdf


3 Technology 
and Change 

Rousseau, pp. 16-28; 

Boyd, “White Flight in Networked Publics?” 

“Unpleasant Design.” 

Highly Recommended: Adorno, “Free Time” 

4 Memes and 
Themes 

Davison - “The Language of Internet Memes” 

Börzsei - “Makes a Meme Instead” 

Williamson et al - “The Effect of Expertise on Memory Conformity” (skim) 

Wright et al - “Social Anxiety Moderates Memory Conformity in 
Adolescents” (skim) 

Nissenbaum and Shifman - “Internet Memes as Contested Cultural 
Capital” 

Gal et al - “It Gets Better” 

Highly Recommended: Dawkins, Foreword to The Meme Machine 

And the first two chapters of Blackmore, The Meme Machine 

5 Hell The Net is 
Other People 

Freud, Part VII of Civilization and Its Discontents 

Zizek, Chapter 5 of How to Read Lacan 

Overgaard, “The Look” 

Sadler, “The Internet of Things” 

Recommended: 

- Sartre “The Look” 
- Partially Examined Life, “The Psychology of Jacques Lacan” 

- Response (on Social Media) 

6 Bubbles, Echo 
Chambers, and 

Consensus 

Selections from Pariser, The Filter Bubble 

Knight, “The Dark Secret at the Heart of AI” 

Veissière, “Biased Algorithms?” 

Miller, “Addicted to Apps” 

Weinberger, “Rethinking Knowledge in the Internet Age.” (a review of 
Lynch’s The Internet of Us) 

7 Human Nature  

(Again, for the 
first time) 

Posted interview with Ray Kurzweil 

Lev Manovich, Software Takes Command (pp. 113-124, 267-277)  

Judith Butler, “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution” 

Giedion, Mechanization Takes Command (pp. 387-419—lots of pictures) 

Recommended: McLuhan, “The Medium is the Massage” 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshazR1Tk5Eb0dNVFU/view?usp=sharing
https://99percentinvisible.org/episode/unpleasant-design-hostile-urban-architecture/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshY0Y2cGp6RkpfTFE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUsha2ZydHpSQURHWmc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshRlZualhmZ0k3ajg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshdXh0X3QtREhYS2s/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshcnNjSFdfbkpMRGs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshcnNjSFdfbkpMRGs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshTU5tcVdCdFBMZE0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshTU5tcVdCdFBMZE0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshN2xJRTNmcGthRjQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshTl8yUW4xSTAyN2M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshTl8yUW4xSTAyN2M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshcGcxdFJ5YlcxTVk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshd2FxXzNobXJwZHc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshd2FxXzNobXJwZHc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshX09ENnQ2bUQxS0k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshX09ENnQ2bUQxS0k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshZzg4aUNYaC15aTQ/view?usp=sharing
http://existentialismupdates.blogspot.com/2014/09/the-internet-of-things-new-fields-for.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshSjZPZUpJbXRjRGc/view?usp=sharing
http://partiallyexaminedlife.com/2013/04/03/ep74-lacan/
https://partiallyexaminedlife.com/2013/05/21/virtual-insanity-social-media-with-jacques-lacan-pt-1/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshTFp0UmZvQUtpOTg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bw_CqjLzyUshTFp0UmZvQUtpOTg/view?usp=sharing
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/604087/the-dark-secret-at-the-heart-of-ai/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/culture-mind-and-brain/201709/biased-algorithms
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/25/sunday-review/addicted-to-apps.html
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/rethinking-knowledge-internet-age/#!


8 Values Rousseau, pp. 144-160; 

See announcement for other readings 

9 Power and 
Society 

Rousseau, pp. 161-172; 

See announcement for other readings 

10 What are our 
social ills? 

Rousseau, pp. 172-188; 

See announcement for other readings 

 
 
Additional Information  
 
Weekly Schedule 
Our reading is not broken down by day but rather by week. In other words, the reading for a 
week is assigned all at once, with the expectation that you will read as much of it as possible as 
soon as possible. This expectation is reflected in the structure of our course. 
- Monday Lecture: The Problem(s) and the Background  
- Tuesday Lecture: Thoughts on the Reading(s) 
- Wednesday Discussion: (Students Decide Topic Matter) 
- Thursday Lecture and/or Discussion: Points of Clarification 
 
Thursday Discussion (if applicable): Anything Left Unsaid 
Our Thursday is devoted to clearing up confusion over the text, elaborating on past lectures, or 
answering any content-specific questions. To that end, please ask any such questions before 
10:00pm Wednesday if you want something covered in lecture. You may also propose topics to 
discuss as a class, if you felt there was something important we should have gotten to on 
Wednesday. 
 
“Academic Dishonesty” 
This is an academic phrase that simply refers to cheating. Don’t cheat. Please, don’t cheat. We 
have ways of catching you—and we do catch people (more than you might think). Plagiarized 
work will receive a score of 0 (zero) and your name will be given to the university authorities. If 
you find yourself between a rock and a hard place and feel like you have to cheat, I would 
instead recommend that you talk to me; maybe we can work something out. Besides, it’s better 
to lose a few points on a late assignment than to lose everything if caught cheating. The risks 
outweigh potential rewards; trust me!  
http://libweb.uoregon.edu/guides/plagiarism/students/ 
 

http://libweb.uoregon.edu/guides/plagiarism/students/


Sexual Violence 
Please be aware that all UO employees are required reporters. This means that if you tell me 
about a situation (of sexual discrimination, harassment, assault, et cetera), I may have to report 
the information to my supervisor or the Office of Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity. 
Although I have to report the situation, you will still have options about how your case will be 
handled, including whether or not you wish to pursue a formal complaint. Our goal is to make 
sure you are aware of the range of options available to you and have access to the resources 
you need. 
 
If you wish to speak to someone confidentially (i.e. who is not a required reporter), you can call 
541-346-SAFE, UO’s 24-hour hotline, to be connected to a confidential counselor to discuss 
your options. You can also visit the SAFE website at http://safe.uoregon.edu. 
 
Accessibility 
If you have a documented disability, please do not hesitate to contact me in advance; I am more 
than happy (even if also legally required) to accommodate. This class should be a level playing 
field. If you need accommodations in this class, I will work with the Accessible Education Center 
to find a solution for you.  
 
 

http://safe.uoregon.edu/

